43rd Annual Eastern Oklahoma Regional Science & Engineering Fair

BASIC INFORMATION


Where: Eastern Oklahoma State College
        The new Student Center Ballroom

Who: All math and science students in grades 6-12

Why: To encourage students to:
      Learn the scientific method
      Learn laboratory safety
      Do library research
      Learn proper laboratory techniques
      Conduct original scientific research
      Learn reporting of experimental results
      Compete with their peers in an academic setting
      Earn recognition for their original work
      Begin studies which may lead to a career

How: Follow the Rules and Guidelines @
and the rules of the Eastern Oklahoma Regional Science & Engineering Fair, and send in the completed the entry forms by February 5, 2016.

For further information contact:
David Juarez, Director       Email: djuarez@eosc.edu
Telephone: 918-465-1741     Fax: 918-465-4401